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Play Hunting Games

Do you like to play hunting games either on the computer or on your video game console? The

good news is that you have many choices available to you on both fronts. With the technology

that is evolving today in both the software and computer industry as well as with video game

consoles, you can play hunting games that are not only realistic, but fun and exciting as well.

Some of the most popular ways to play hunting games is to so online at various websites that

offer interactive gaming. You can choose to play against yourself or against other people all

over the world. These types of hunting games can be found in a variety of places. In fact, when

we did a Google search, we found hundreds of websites that allow you to play hunting games

online. Even ESPN has an interactive hunting websites with various choices as to what type of

game you want to hunt.

Original hunting games for video consoles such as Nintendo and Play Station have evolved

over the years into sophisticated programs that allow you to gain experience. The better you

get at the game, the more levels you most up in the game. When you play hunting games on a

video console, you may have to buy additional equipment such as laser guns in order to hunt

your pretty, but for those who like to play hunting games, it’s a worthwhile investment.

Some people say that when you play hunting games, you can improve your real-life hunting

skills. You have to be aware of your surroundings in these games because the settings are

realistic and the sounds mimic real-life situations. When you can track a deer or any other

game in the video game, you may find out that it is easier to track a deer or any other prey in

real life. Even these games require patience and waiting, so you are getting some training for

your next hunting trip.

If you like to play hunting games, you have hundreds of choices at your disposal. Whether you

decide to play online, buy hunting software for your computer, or play on your video game

console, you can choose to hunt bear, elk, deer, and even go fishing all from the comfort of your

own home! Plus, it is fun and exciting to play hunting games – especially if you like to hunt in

real life.
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Duck Hunt

The very first hunting game that was developed happened way back in the 1980’s and was

called Duck Hunt. It was developed for the Nintendo game system and was the first of its kind

“back in the day”. The game required a special controller that looked like a gun and you would

shoot ducks with a special light that was programmed to respond with the system. From the

first day that Duck Hunt came on the scene, it became immensely popular with gamers.

The graphics in Duck Hunt were very basic, especially when compared to what we have today.

You had a basic outdoor setting with a few trees and bushes and the ducks would come into

view from various angles so you could shoot them. You also had the option of shooting clay

pigeons with Duck Hunt as well. You were accompanied by a nameless hunting dog that would

laugh if you missed a bird and clap when you got one.

As you became better at shooting the ducks, you would move up levels in Duck Hunt up to level

99. As with other early video games, there was not really a proper ending to speak of in Duck

Hunt. After the player had advanced to level 99, the next level would be 00. At that level, you

would hear the flapping of wings, but no ducks would emerge. After ten non-duck appearances,

the game would end. A different version of this shows the dog laughing at the beginning of

round "0" (rather than level "00"). The ducks then start appearing randomly in the background

instead of flying in the normal manner; this happens 3 times. After that the dog keeps laughing

until the words "game over" appear.

There were very few reviews done on the game Duck Hunt, but while it was initially popular with

gamers early on, critics were not big fans. One critic says that while the game is fun for a short

time, eventually it became old after a few rounds of play. Even so, players liked the way Duck

Hunt played especially with the special gun controller because it simulated real life duck

hunting.

Even though Duck Hunt was not especially advanced, it was at the time it was invented and it

became the basis for some of the duck hunt games we have today. Computer programmers

discovered new technologies and applied them to video games so that now the options include

real looking environments, choices of weapons, and more advanced levels that make the

games much more challenging. Duck Hunt began the video game hunting craze and helped it

continue even today.
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Duck Hunting Game

Back in the 1980’s, the first hunting video game that was developed was a duck hunting game

for the Nintendo video game console. It required the use of a special laser gun and allowed you

to shoot either skeet or ducks. You were accompanied by a hunting dog that would laugh if you

missed a duck and clapped when you got one. The graphics were very basic and the

landscape not very exciting, but this duck hunting game laid the base for technology to more

forward to where we are today – having a variety of duck hunting games to choose from for all

video game console platforms as well as on the personal computer.

There are many duck hunting game available for the personal computer – whether you use an

IBM-based system or a Macintosh system. The software that is available today is much more

advanced and gives lots and lots of options when it comes to your duck hunting experience.

Software games that you install on your computer gives you various places where you can hunt

along with choices of weapons and various sizes of ducks. A good duck hunting game that

comes in software form will offer you an online demo on their web site so that you can try out

the game before you actually buy it.

Just like with many other hunting games, you can also find a good duck hunting game online

and often are able to play it for free. While not as advanced and in-depth as software versions,

they are fun nonetheless and do not cost anything to play other than a bit of your time to register

as a member of the web site and the web site’s community.

When you are looking for a good duck hunting game, you will have to take into consideration

what interests you the most. Do you just want to shoot a lot of ducks or are you more interested

in laying in wait as ducks come into view from hiding and try to avoid your bullets? Maybe you

want a combination of both in your duck hunting game with multi-player capabilities so you can

play against friends.

Whatever you decide you want in a duck hunting game, we are sure you will be able to find it.

Whether it is in your local video game store or an online retailer, there are lots to choose from

and they are readily available. So go ahead and check out a duck hunting game, cock that

trigger, and shoot away. Oh, and have fun!
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Deer Hunting Game

If you are a gaming enthusiast and a hunter as well, you will find so many places where you can

get a deer hunting game that will satisfy both your love of hunting and your love of gaming. You

have many choices when looking for deer hunting game including both software versions as

well as online gaming. There are plenty of websites that have hunting games you can play

online, or you can go for software versions that can be found in many department stores or at

online places like Amazon and E-bay.

What should you look for in a deer hunting game? Well, it all depends on what you want to do

and how you want to play. The software versions are more in-depth and offer you more choices

than the online versions. You will have your choice of various environments to play in and

possibly even more choices in the type of deer you can hunt. A good deer hunting game will

have a variety of situations you can get yourself into and will let you move up level by level as

you get better and better at the game.

Online versions of a deer hunting game will probably have fewer options for you to play, but

they can be very exciting. You can choose to play against the computer or you can play against

other players from all over the world. Almost all online gaming sites have communities with

message boards where you can talk about your hunting prowess and get tips and tricks from

other people. Plus, you can make new friends which is always a good thing when you love to

play video games!

Finding a good deer hunting game is definitely not difficult. What we did was do a search on our

favorite search engine – Google – but you can use any one that you like. Most of what is

brought up on the screen will be the online gaming forums, but we also found game reviews for

software versions. Here are some of the ones that intrigued us:

Hunting Unlimited 4

Deer Drive

Cabela’s Big Game Hunter 2007

Deer Hunter 5
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Many of these software manufacturers will offer a free demo of the deer hunting game online for

you to try before you buy which can be great for you if you are not real keen on investing money

in a game that turns out to be sort of lame! So, get out there hunting game enthusiast and find

a deer hunting game that can keep you entertained for hours!
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The Beginning

Even though personal computers have been around for a very long time, they really became

popular in the 1980’s and have evolved into almost a necessity of life for many people.

However, video games really began with the invention of the Atari video game system, which

would eventually evolve into more in-depth and more powerful game systems. One of the

earliest hunting games developed was Duck Hunt, which was made for the Nintendo game

system.

Duck Hunt required the use of a special Nintendo Zapper light gun that plugged directly into the

system. Players would then wait for ducks to show up on the screen, which looked like a field.

When the ducks came along, they would point and shoot.

They were accompanied by a faithful hunting dog who would laugh if the duck was missed and

congratulate on a successful shooting. The game also allowed players to shoot clay pigeons if

they chose.

There was really no ending in the Duck Hunt game, however there were playing levels.

Depending on how good the player got, he or she would advance up to 99 levels at which point,

the game would go to level 00. At that level, no ducks would appear, but you would hear wings

flapping. After three times of no ducks appearing, the game would be “over”.

After Duck Hunt, there were many other hunting video games that would begin to emerge on the

market including Deer Hunter, Big Game Hunter, and Dangerous Hunts. Most of these games

began for video game consoles like Nintendo, but the computer industry would soon become

more and more involved as these games began to rise in popularity.

Today, there are hundreds of hunting video games for enthusiasts to choose from that have

evolved into truly challenging games. Some may think that a point and click game where you

can “down” a virtual deer might be a bit boring, but those who love these games disagree

wholeheartedly.
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They provide not only entertainment, but also a way to hone their hunting skills at any time of

the day or night. When you spend a certain amount of time honing your tracking skills on the

computer, chances are pretty good that you’ll be able to use those skills while hunting for real.
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Can I Become A Better Hunter?

First and foremost, you will become familiar with various types of weapons. Of course, here we

should say that if you do not know weapons before you hunt, you probably shouldn’t be hunting

in earnest in the first place. However, playing these types of games can familiarize you with

hunting weapons, but it cannot replace actually getting out there and using those weapons.

To a certain extent, you will be able to work on your aim. A video game controller will give you a

very lifelike replication of the crosshairs you will see through the scope of a gun or the way a

peep sight looks on a bow and arrow. That means you can become familiar with what these

tools are like to use and then take them into the field when you are hunting “for real”.

Different weapons can perform in different ways. That means that there are some weapons that

can do certain types of “damage” as opposed to others. While you will not be able to really,

truly realize the ability of various weapons without actually seeing them perform, again, you can

at least get an idea from a video game.

That means you can learn things like how far a shotgun shell can go, what distance you need to

be at in order to inflict damage, the trajectory of an arrow, and much more. A shotgun shell will

do much more damage than a single bullet from a pistol. Video games really do mimic the way

regular weapons fire and inflict their damage!

If you are interested in real-life hunting for things like turkey and geese, you can use special

man-made tools that will mimic the cry of these animals. Video hunting games also allow you to

use these types of “calls” as they are known in the hunting world. By playing video hunting

games, you can become more familiar with the sounds of different animals and make you

realize what you are hearing when you are out in the forest!

So, there really is no definitive answer to whether or not video games can improve your

performance as a real-life hunter. We believe that it is really up to the person what he or she

gets out of training – and video game hunting really can be looked at as a training session for

real-life hunting outings. The decision is up to you.
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To Cheat Or Not To Cheat

Many hard-core gamers think that using cheat codes is not acceptable. They feel like the game

is meant to be played – not circumvented – and if you can’t play the entire game, you shouldn’t

be playing the game at all.

Others say that using cheat codes actually makes the game more fun and challenging. Using

cheat codes can reveal hidden information, give you access to restricted areas, and more.

Most of the cheat codes are designed to work with video games that are played on consoles like

the Play Station and Nintendo systems, but you can also find cheats for PC games as well.

This writer isn’t passionate one way or another about the use of cheat codes and has been

known to find solutions to some of the puzzles in the Nancy Drew games that she is horribly

addicted to. However, I use cheat codes as a last ditch effort to move forward in the game

when I have tried fruitlessly to solve puzzles and the such.

So, if you are one of those people who don’t believe in the use of cheat codes, skip this section.

If you want to know the cheat codes for some of the more popular hunting games, we are going

to give them to you.

There are so many games out there, so please don’t be angry if we neglect to give you the

cheat codes for your particular game. And please keep in mind that this book is about hunting

video games, so that is what we will concentrate on in this section as well.

Cheat codes can be found in many places online. If you can’t find what you want or need on

one website, just search on another. They can be found quite easily by doing a Google search

for “video game cheat codes
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Deer Hunter 4 Cheats

Deer Hunter is one of the most popular hunting games on the market today, and like many other

games, it has cheat codes that can make the game more challenging thus causing gamers to

constantly be on the lookout for Deer Hunter 4 cheats. That does not make the player and

“cheater” per se, but what Deer Hunter 4 cheats do is bring new aspects of the game into play

and make it more fun to play for gaming enthusiasts.

We’re here to help and have found many Deer Hunter 4 cheats that you can use while playing

Deer Hunter 4. This is not a comprehensive list as there are many, many cheat codes, but we

can give you some of the more popular ones. First, while playing the game, press the F2 key,

enter in the code, and then press the F2 key again. So here we go:

To make the animals not afraid of the hunter: dh4nofear

For the bullet view: dh4leadeye

To display debugging information: dh4breakdown

To enable all codes: dh4super

To go into flight mode: dh4skyhook

To get the gun sighted in: dh4sightin

Make it possible that the hunter never gets tired: dh4homegym

To become irresistible to animals: dh4beacon

Bring large deer into the picture: dh4monster

Make lightning in the sky: dh4zeus

For more gore: dh4f13

For no noise: dh4damper

To bring on rainy weather: dh4water

To bring on snowy weather: dh4ice

To make the sky thunder: dh4thor

To travel to the nearest animal: dh4find

To view the deer on a map: dh4showme

To view info on the nearest deer: dh4deerwatch

When using Deer Hunter 4 cheats, we think that you will find that the game becomes a bit

easier, so if you are looking to be challenged, you may want to stay away from them. However,
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a lot of people find that using Deer Hunter 4 cheats makes the game much more interesting to

play. Because Deer Hunter 4 allows players to move up levels, using Deer Hunter 4 cheats

makes it easier to move up these levels and become a better hunter.

You may want to check out some of the online communities that exist to chat with other Deer

Hunter players. They often can offer up some Deer Hunter 4 cheats that are not listed in

traditional places such as cheat web sites. You can also discuss the game with them and build

up new friendships with people all over the world centering around loving to play Deer Hunter 4

and wanting to get more Deer Hunter 4 cheats.
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Nintendo

Because Nintendo was the first gaming company to come up with a viable hunting game, they

were considered not only the innovators of this genre, but the rulers of it as well. With the

original Nintendo system – pedantic by today’s standards – gamers were excited at the prospect

of using a laser gun to hunt down their prey via a video game console.

But the whole phenomenon began way before Duck Hunting was released!

The Nintendo Corporation was founded in 1889 in Japan. It was not originally intended to

become a video game company. It was first conceived to become a leading producer of playing

cards. In fact, its founders thought that they could form an electronics company that would be

able to serve many very different functions that included the hotel business and a taxi company.

Eventually, as technology emerged, the founders of Nintendo realized that the real future of

their business was in the electronic toy industry. They began doing research and found that this

could be a very profitable venture. Their first video game came out in 1978 and was called

“Computer Othello” based on the popular board game.

Nintendo became a video game mega-giant with the release of the game Donkey Kong and it

was all forward from there. The technology that Nintendo would develop would soon come to

include handheld games in the form of their Game Boy systems.

The company soon realized that the video game industry was where the money was. Since

they had the technology, they embraced it and went full force ahead. They began developing

video games in full force and remain one of the oldest intact video game console game on the

market even to this day!

The very first Nintendo system – the NES – was released in 1983. The NES was an 8-bit video

game console released in North America, Brazil, Europe, Asia, and Australia. Its Japanese

equivalent was known as the Famicom or Family Computer.

NES is the most successful gaming console of its time in Asia and North America, since

Nintendo claims to have sold over 60 million units worldwide. It helped revitalize the video
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